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Infrastructure Development Bill 
will speed up irrational infrastructure 

construction, multiply SA’s herd of 
White Elephants, and slow basic-

needs infrastructure provision (which 
suffers a lower fiscal priority) – while 
denying climate (world’s worst crisis) 

“expeditious completion of 
infrastructure”  = just 250 

days for EIA, public 
participation, appeals 





·         National and international airports 
·         Communication and information technology installations 
·         Education institutions 
·         Electricity transmission lines 
·         Health care facilities 
·         Human settlements and related infrastructure and facilities 
·         Economic facilities 
·         Mines 
·         Oil or gas pipelines, refineries or other installations 
·         Ports and harbours 
·         Power stations or installations for harnessing any source of energy 
·         Productive rural and agricultural infrastructure 
·         Public roads 
·         Railways 
·         Sewage works 
·         Waste management and disposal 
·         Water works and water infrastructure 

  
 



who wins from new 

infrastructure spending? 
 • Peter Bruce, editor of Business Day: ‘mine more and 

faster and ship what we mine cheaper and 
faster’ – February 13 2012  

• Minister of Economic Development Ebrahim Patel: ‘We 
took account of the lessons of the 2010 World Cup 
infrastructure and the growing experience in the 
build programmes for the Gautrain, the Medupi and 
Kusile power stations, the Freeway improvement 
programme and the major airport revamps.’ – speech to 

Parliament, Feb 2012 



who wins from new 

infrastructure spending? 
 • Johan van Zyl, Toyota SA CEO: ‘Durban as a 

brand is not strong enough to simply say 
“come and invest in Durban”. What it needs to 
attract investors are big projects. Durban 
needs to keep ahead of the competition. 
China is building ports they don’t even know 
when they will use. If return on investment is 
the line of thinking we may never see  

 the infrastructure.’ – 6 February 2012 



tough questions in Vision 2030:  
 

will this mentality prevail, will 
policy-makers continue to fail; 
will we suffer more ‘shocks’? 

… 

what might improve, to justify new carbon-heavy, 
export-oriented,  capital-intensive infrastructrue? 













‘usual suspects’ won contracts:   
• Ibhola Lethu beneficiaries include Craig Simmer 
(official of crashed bus privatizer Remant Alton and 
Point development flop Dolphin Whispers) 
• Broederbonder firm Bruinette Kruger Stoffberg  
• Group 5/WBHO with Tokyo Sexwale’s and Bulelani 
Ngcuka’s Mvelaphanda group, 
• electricity deal: Vivian Reddy’s Edison Power 

Durban citizens ask: 
 a sensible investment?  
vast cost escalation: 
began as R2 billion in 2006, 

then came corruption collusion 

next door to Mabhida: perfectly functional  
52,000-seater Absa Stadium hosting rugby 
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R250 billion shipping-petrochem makeover: 
1) 1-3) deepening/widening of old port 

2) 4) new roads & dug-out port (old airport) 
3) 5-6) major expansion of old port 

to increase traffic from 2.5 to 20 mn containers/year 







Infrastructure Development Bill 

“expeditious completion of 
infrastructure” = 250 days 

Public Enterprises Minister Malusi Gigaba on Transnet cost overruns from R6 bn to R23 bn: 
 

systemic failings that compromised the intended outcomes… Transnet 
Capital Projects lacked sufficient capacity and depth of experience for 
the client overview of a megaproject of this complexity. There was an 
inadequate analysis of risks and an over-reliance on the Engineering, 
Procurement and Construction Management contractor. The overall 
management of the project fell short of the required standards in 
certain areas. The implementation of Transnet’s obligations on the 
project such as securing authorisations (Environmental Impact 
Assessments, land acquisition for right of way, water and wetland 
permits) were not pursued with sufficient foresight and vigour… 

 
‘Where the Transnet pipeline project went wrong,’ Statement by Gigaba, Pretoria, 2 December 2012. 



Infrastructure Development Bill 

“expeditious completion of 
infrastructure” = 250 days 

… In a letter dated October 21, the Environmental Department 
rejected the EIA report by Nemai Consulting in Joburg, saying 
Transnet had not “applied its mind” to the consequences of 
removing a section of the ecologically important sandbank.  
 The department also questioned a feasibility study done by 
ZAA Engineering Projects and Naval Architecture in Cape Town, 
saying it did not address how the climate change risks of a rise in 
sea level and storm surges would be mitigated … Environmental 
groups who opposed the EIA have accused Transnet of 
withholding the department’s rejection letter.  
 Bobby Peek from the environmental justice NGO, 
groundWork, said the rejection of the report highlighted the 
weakness of environmental legislation. “The department has not 
rejected the whole EIA. Our legislation allows Transnet to carry on 
submitting reports until they get approval. This thing should be 
stopped. It shouldn’t be allowed at all.”  







thanks in part (4%) to bunker fuels 



the world’s filthiest transport energy 



can Durban harbour go post-Panamax? 



R250 bn Back of Port project  



climate change 
arguments in 

Environmental 
Impact 

Assessments 
needed  

to question the 
logic of hyper-

competitive 
port-petrochem 

expansion 



our complaint: 
Transnet hires eco-

consultants who are 
climate denialists   



that’s rather dated info… our rebuttal: 



* by expanding the shipping capacity of Durban harbour to super post-Panamax 
scale through this R4 billion project, are we going to be taking up excessive 
amounts of South Africa's carbon budget and therefore ruining the government's 
pledge to peak and then decrease emissions after 2020?; 
 
* since expanding the shipping capacity also requires expanding the freight 
capacity, the danger is that more emissions, congestion, and trucking-related 
accidents will occur in an area demonstrably unsuitable given lack of road transport 
and inadequate shifting of freight to rail, so it is critical to inform the public, what is 
the amount of the new freight capacity being built to handle the much larger 
shipping and what proportion of this is being anticipated for freight haulage by rail 
and by trucking respectively? 
 
* has this recommendation by the Academy of Sciences of South Africa, in its 2011 
book Towards a Low Carbon City, commissioned by the city, been incorporated? 
“The transport sector is pivotal to the transition to a low carbon city... The top 
priority was identified as the need to reduce the vehicle kilometers travelled in the 
road freight sector as this provided the greatest opportunity to simultaneously 
reduce emissions of GreenHouse Gases and traditional air pollutants.”  
 
 



* how much additional CO2 will be emitted by the bunker fuel that 
is consumed by ships en route to and from Durban as a result of the 
vast new capacity associated with super post-Panamax ships that 
will soon be capable of entering our harbour?; 
 
* how much additional CO2 will be emitted by the trucks that will 
haul the new freight, assuming this expansion is the crucial link in 
raising capacity from 2.3 to 5 million containers annually? 
 
I would also like to register concern that the capital-intensive 
process will not lead to higher numbers of jobs, and that the import 
of large quantities of manufactured goods made possible by the 
new berths will further deindustrialise South Africa. Would you 
please share with the public information about these likely 
economic and labour market impacts? 
 
 







Global Day of Action, Durban, South Africa, Saturday, December 3, 2011 



extreme beachfront damage 

then came March 2007 storm 



also poor and working people – especially shackdwellers 

not just the rich living on the beachfront 



Engen refinery, August 2012 



what other damage? 





in meeting after meeting: unanimous 
opposition to port-petrochem expansion 





residents envisage 5-step 
‘South Durban Detox’ 

resist, rezone, restructure 
 

1) reverse attempted rezoning of Clairwood  
2) enforce/expand existing residential zoning 

of Clairwood, Merebank and Wentworth 
3) mobilise solidarity in Durban & everywhere, for 

financial sanctions against Transnet & Durban 
4) take seriously climate rhetoric: shift freight to 
trains, lower trade vulnerability, de-smokestack  
5) plan/implement post-pollution, post-carbon 
Durban with ‘Million Climate Jobs’ campaign 

 



reforming Infrastructure Development Bill? 

 1) either drop 5 from Schedule 1 and keep Schedule 
2, or stop Schedule 2 fast-track – in order to rethink 

lessons of White-Elephant, corrupt infrastructure 
2) reconsider the wisdom of export infrastructure 
that makes SA more vulnerable to globalisation 

3) revise infrastructure mandate to first and 
foremost meet basic human needs 

4) take seriously climate and shift infrastructure 
policy to promote renewable energy, public 

transport, less trade vulnerability, de-smokestacking  
5) plan/implement post-pollution, post-carbon South 

Africa with ‘Million Climate Jobs’ campaign  
 


